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Abstract
We propose a set of quick and easy approximate characteristic variables for higher-order recon-
structions of shock capturing schemes for magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). Numerical experi-
ments suggest that the reconstructions using the approximate characteristic variables are more
robust than those using the conservative or primitive variables, while their computational effi-
ciencies are comparable. The approximate characteristic variables are simple compared to the
full characteristic variables for MHD, and can be a practical choice of reconstruction variables.
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1. Introduction
High-order shock capturing schemes such as monotonic upstream-centered scheme for con-
servation laws (MUSCL) [23], essentially non-oscillatory scheme (ENO) [9], weighted essen-
tially non-oscillatory scheme (WENO) [12], and monotonicity-preserving scheme (MP) [21] are
designed based on the theory of hyperbolic conservation laws. The reconstruction techniques
used in the aforementioned schemes extend a monotone first-order scheme to higher orders,
while suppressing numerical oscillations near discontinuities. For a scalar conservation law, the
variable to be reconstructed is the conservative variable, which is identical to the characteristic
variable. By contrast, reconstruction variables in a system of nonlinear hyperbolic conservation
laws are not unique because the conservative variables and characteristic ones are different in
general.
In order to avoid spurious numerical oscillations, the reconstruction should be performed in
the characteristic fields [9]. However, in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) system, the char-
acteristic variables are much more complicated than those in the hydrodynamic system [5, 19],
and as a result, the reconstruction of those demands high computational cost. For example, in
an experiment using an open source MHD simulation code CANS+ [13], where the fifth-order
MP of the characteristic variables is adopted as the reconstruction, the computational time of
the reconstruction steps is more than 60% of the total time. To reduce the computational time,
a particular high-order multidimensional scheme has been proposed that reduces the number of
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appearances of the characteristic variables while maintaining robustness [4]. Meanwhile, the
conservative variables or the primitive variables have often been used instead of the character-
istic variables due to computational efficiency in many practical applications. In this paper, we
propose a set of quick and easy reconstruction variables for high-order MHD schemes, where the
reconstructions using the proposed variables are more robust than those using the conservative
or primitive variables, while their efficiencies are comparable.
2. Set of variables of the MHD equations
2.1. Conservative variables
Consider the one-dimensional conservation laws:
∂U
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
= 0, (1)
where U and F are the state vector of the conservative variables and corresponding flux vector.
The set of the conservative variables of MHD is given by
U =
(
ρ,mx,my,mz, By, Bz, e
)T
, (2)
where ρ, m, B, and e are the density, momentum, magnetic field, and total energy density, re-
spectively. The subscripts x, y, and z denote the x-, y-, and z-components of vector fields. In
one-dimension, Bx is constant in space and time due to the solenoidal condition of the magnetic
field. The flux vector of the ideal MHD equations is
F =

mx
m2x
ρ
+ p + B
2
2 − B2x
mx
ρ
my − BxBy
mx
ρ
mz − BxBz
mx
ρ
By − Bx myρ
mx
ρ
Bz − Bx mzρ
mx
ρ
(e + p + B2/2) − Bx (mxBx+myBy+mzBz)ρ

. (3)
When an ideal gas equation of state is considered, the pressure p is determined from
p = (γ − 1)
(
e − m
2
2ρ
− B
2
2
)
, (4)
where γ denotes the ratio of specific heats.
2.2. Primitive variables
The conservation laws of MHD can be rewritten as a quasilinear form for primitive variables
V [18]:
∂V
∂t
+ AP
∂V
∂x
= 0, (5)
where AP is a coefficient matrix. An often used set of the primitive variables is given by
V =
(
ρ, vx, vy, vz, By, Bz, p
)T
, (6)
2
where v = m/ρ is the velocity. The temperature or the entropy density can become an alterna-
tive to the pressure. Using the transformation matrix (see (19) and (20) in [18]), infinitesimal
variations of the conservative and primitive variables are related by
dV = M−1dU, M =
∂U
∂V
. (7)
2.3. Characteristic variables
Since the ideal MHD equations are hyperbolic, the equations are decomposed into a system
of nonlinear advection equations as
R−1P
∂V
∂t
+ R−1P APRPR
−1
P
∂V
∂x
≡ ∂W
∂t
+ Λ
∂W
∂x
= 0, (8)
where RP and Λ are right eigenvectors of AP and diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of AP,
respectively. The characteristic variablesW are transformed into the others by
dW = R−1P dV = R
−1dU, (9)
where R = MRP. The eigenvectors must be appropriately normalized so as to be well-behaved
[5, 19] because the eigenvectors can be singular when the eigenvalues are degenerate. The trans-
formation to and from the characteristic variables of the MHD equations is time-consuming
compared with that of the Euler equations and can be a computational bottleneck.
2.4. Approximate characteristic variables
Let us consider approximate subsystems reduced from the MHD equations. The compress-
ible subsystem is obtained by taking the limit of Bx → 0 in (1) or (5) to remove the magnetic
tension terms. Combining the evolution equations for By, Bz, and p, we find
∂
∂t
 ρvxp′T
 +

vx ρ 0
0 vx 1ρ
0 ρc′f
2 vx
 ∂∂x
 ρvxp′T
 = 0, (10)
where
p′T = p +
1
2
(
B2y + B
2
z
)
, ρc′f
2
= γp + B2x + B
2
y + B
2
z . (11)
The second term on the right side of the last equation has been added to include a contribution
of Bx. The incompressible subsystems, on the other hand, are derived in the limit of ∂vx/∂x→ 0
by
∂
∂t
(
vy,z
By,z
)
+
(
vx − 1ρBx
−Bx vx
)
∂
∂x
(
vy,z
By,z
)
= 0. (12)
The subsystems (10) and (12) readily lead to the relations between the characteristic variables of
the subsystems, W ′m, and the primitive variables:dW
′
1
dW ′2
dW ′3
 =

c′f
2 0 −1
0 ρc′f 1
0 −ρc′f 1

 dρdvxdp′T
 ,
(
dW ′4,6
dW ′5,7
)
=
(√
ρ 1√
ρ −1
) (
dvy,z
dBy,z
)
. (13)
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Meanwhile, the inverse transformations are given by dρdvxdp′T
 =

1
c′f
2
1
2c′f
2
1
2c′f
2
0 12ρc′f −
1
2ρc′f
0 12
1
2

dW
′
1
dW ′2
dW ′3
 ,
(
dvy,z
dBy,z
)
=
( 1
2
√
ρ
1
2
√
ρ
1
2 − 12
) (
dW ′4,6
dW ′5,7
)
. (14)
Using the relation dp′T = dp + BydBy + BzdBz,
dp =
1
2
(
dW ′2 + dW
′
3 − BydW ′4 + BydW ′5 − BzdW ′6 + BzdW ′7
)
. (15)
Here W ′m is referred to as approximate characteristic variables. In vector form, the approximate
characteristic variables are related to the conservative and primitive variables by
dW′ = R′P
−1dV = R′−1dU (16)
where R′ = MR′P. The transformation matrices R
′
P
−1 consisting of (13) and R′P of (14) are
considerably simplified compared to the eigenvectors of the complete MHD system.
3. Reconstruction procedures
In the finite volume approach, higher-order spatial accuracy can be achieved by reconstruct-
ing the cell-averaged value and evaluating the values on the left and right faces of the cell. Sim-
ilarly, in the finite difference approach, higher-order accuracy is realized by reconstructing the
point value and evaluating the values on the left and right sides of the midpoint.
Consider first the scalar conservation law for u. Let uLj+1/2 denote u on the left of the cell face
or the midpoint, j + 1/2. In general, introducing a well-controlled interpolation function I to
suppress numerical oscillations,
uLj+1/2 = I
(
· · · , u j−1, u j, u j+1, · · ·
)
, (17)
where u j+s is the cell-averaged or the point value at j + s. Similarly, the right value uRj−1/2 is
obtained by reversing the order of u j+s in I.
Correspondingly, we evaluate the variables of the MHD on j+ 1/2 by employing the general
interpolation function I as the following subsections.
3.1. Conservative variable reconstruction
Compute the conservative variables on the left ULj+1/2 using U j+s:
ULj+1/2 = I
(
· · · ,U j−1,U j,U j+1, · · ·
)
, (18)
whereI acts on each component of the vector. Hereinafter, (18) is referred to asU-reconstruction.
3.2. Primitive variable reconstruction
Compute the primitive variables VLj+1/2 using V j+s ≡ V(U j+s) as
VLj+1/2 = I
(
· · · ,V j−1,V j,V j+1, · · ·
)
. (19)
Hereinafter referred to as V-reconstruction.
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3.3. Characteristic variable reconstruction
Compute VLj+1/2 by interpolating the characteristic variables applied with the eigenvectors for
the primitive system at j as [1, 2]
VLj+1/2 = RP jI
(
· · · , W¯ j−1, W¯ j, W¯ j+1, · · ·
)
, W¯ j+s = RP−1j V j+s. (20)
Hereinafter referred to as W-reconstruction. Note that, for example in the finite-difference
WENO schemes [10, 3], the characteristic decomposition is performed using averaged eigen-
vectors at the midpoint j+ 1/2. This paper, however, does not focus on that. Also, ULj+1/2 can be
directly computed by applying R:
ULj+1/2 = R jI
(
· · · , W˜ j−1, W˜ j, W˜ j+1, · · ·
)
, W˜ j+s = R−1j U j+s. (21)
AlthoughULj+1/2 , U(V
L
j+1/2) in general, both lead to similar results in later tests (but not shown).
3.4. Approximate characteristic variable reconstruction
Compute VLj+1/2 applying the transformation matrix R
′
P to the approximate characteristic
variablesW′ (referred to asW′-reconstruction):
VLj+1/2 = R
′
P jI
(
· · · , W¯′ j−1, W¯′ j, W¯′ j+1, · · ·
)
, W¯′ j+s = R′P j
−1V′j+s. (22)
Alternatively, compute ULj+1/2 applying the transformation matrix R
′ to the approximate charac-
teristic variablesW′ (results not shown):
ULj+1/2 = R
′
jI
(
· · · , W˜′ j−1, W˜′ j, W˜′ j+1, · · ·
)
, W˜′ j+s = R′j
−1U′j+s. (23)
4. Numerical experiments
Typical numerical experiments are presented. The Harten-Lax-van Leer Discontinuities
(HLLD) approximate Riemann solver [16] is employed as a base scheme for MHD. The second-
order MUSCL and the fifth-order weighted compact nonlinear scheme (WCNS), which is con-
structed by combining the fourth-order interpolation and fourth-order finite difference [14], are
adopted as high-order schemes. The third-order TVD Runge-Kutta method [20] is used for the
time integration in all the experiments.
In Fig. 1, the accuracy of the high-order schemes with the different reconstruction variables
is examined by performing the one-dimensional circularly polarized Alfve´n wave test [22]. The
time step size is fixed small enough so as not to be affected by errors of the time integral. The
CFL number at the highest resolution is on the order of 10−4. The results indicate that W-
reconstruction in the MUSCL scheme with the minmod limiter is more accurate than U-, V-,
and W′-reconstructions because the limiter is not activated in the distribution of the exact char-
acteristic variables. On the other hand, the higher-order reconstructions, including the MUSCL
scheme with the Koren limiter [11], do not depend on the reconstruction variables and achieve
the expected order of accuracy. Note that although the Koren limiter can reconstruct a smooth
distribution with third-order accuracy, it is limited to second-order in this problem.
We present a typical one-dimensional shock tube problem [6], which contains two fast shocks,
two slow shocks, two rotational discontinuities, and one contact discontinuity. The left and right
states are initialized asVL = (1.08, 1.2, 0.01, 0.5, 3.6/
√
4pi, 2/
√
4pi, 0.95)T andVR = (1, 0, 0, 0, 4/
√
4pi, 2/
√
4pi, 1)T
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with Bx = 2/
√
4pi, respectively. The CFL number is 0.8 in this test. Using the MUSCL
scheme with the minmod limiter, all reconstructions produce the similar solutions without nu-
merical oscillations. The results obtained by the WCNS scheme, however, reveal that consid-
erable overshoots are observed in U- and V-reconstructions as shown in Fig. 2. By contrast,
the WCNS scheme with W′-reconstruction is as robust as that with W-reconstruction though
small bumps are observed. Another typical shock tube problem [5] is also demonstrated. This
problem contains a number of different waves: two fast rarefaction waves, one slow shock,
one slow compound wave, and a contact discontinuity. The left and right states are initially
given by VL = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)T and VR = (0.125, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0, 0.1)T with Bx = 0.75. The
MUSCL-minmod scheme with each reconstruction gives similar reasonable results. On the
other hand, the WCNS scheme with each reconstruction yields slightly different solutions as
shown in Fig. 3. Large numerical oscillations are observed in U- and V-reconstructions. In W′-
reconstruction, however, numerical oscillations are reduced though those are still larger than in
W-reconstruction. Note that a numerical oscillation with a relatively long wavelength attached
to the right-moving fast rarefaction wave is observed even in W-reconstruction. Furthermore,
we performed several shock tube problems consisting of pure waves such as isolated shocks and
rarefaction waves [8], and confirmed that the results for W′-reconstruction are very similar to
those forW-reconstruction (not shown).
Finally, let us demonstrate the Orszag-Tang vortex problem [17], which is a standard test for
multidimensional MHD. Considering the trade-off between computational cost and accuracy, the
high-order schemes are necessary, especially for practical multidimensional problems. To main-
tain the solenoidal condition of the magnetic field, the hyperbolic divergence cleaning method
[7] is used. The number of the grid is 4002 for x, y ∈ [0, 2pi], and the CFL number is set to 0.4.
Fig. 4 displays schlieren-like images that visualize density variations, computed by the WCNS
scheme. The WCNS scheme withW- andW′-reconstructions yields a similar result to the refer-
ence solution. In contrast to that, visible numerical oscillations attached to shocks are observed
in high-compression regions when U- (not shown) and V-reconstructions are adopted.
5. Conclusions
We have proposed a set of quick and easy reconstruction variables for high-order shock cap-
turing schemes for MHD. The numerical experiments suggest that W′-reconstruction is capable
of the higher-order reconstructions almost without numerical oscillations even when Bx , 0 or
dvx/dx , 0. In the present WCNS code, the computational time ofW-reconstruction is more than
3.5 times (3.6 times in the MUSCL-minmod code) larger than that of U- and V-reconstructions,
while the time ofW′-reconstruction is about 1.1 times (1.4 times in the MUSCL-minmod code).
As a result, the high-order schemes with W′-reconstruction are more robust than those with U-
and V-reconstructions, while their computational efficiencies are comparable. Thus we conclude
that W′-reconstruction can be a practical choice for the higher-order reconstructions in shock
capturing schemes for MHD.
In terms of robustness or accuracy,W′-reconstruction can be switched toW-reconstruction or
others adaptively in a very problematic situation. Indeed, another set of reconstruction variables
that improves the accuracy in low Mach number MHD flows has been proposed [15]. We expect
that the present approach of introducing reasonably approximated characteristic fields can be
extended to more complex systems. The system of relativistic MHD may be an example since
the corresponding eigensystem is too complicated to be used for the higher-order reconstructions.
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Figure 1: The L2-norm errors of the magnetic field strength for different grid resolutions. Each color corresponds to
a different reconstruction. (Left) The base scheme (solid line), MUSCL scheme with the minmod limiter (dash-dotted
lines), and WCNS scheme (dashed lines). Orange open circles show the second-order linear reconstruction. (Right) The
MUSCL scheme with the Koren limiter (dash-dotted lines). The base and WCNS schemes are also included because of
visibility. Orange open circles show the third-order linear reconstruction.
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Figure 2: Dai-Woodward shock tube problem computed by the WCNS scheme. By is plotted with the color correspond-
ing to each set of reconstruction variables. The right is an enlarged view.
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Figure 3: Brio-Wu shock tube problem computed by the WCNS scheme. Vx is plotted with the color corresponding to
each set of reconstruction variables. The right is an enlarged view.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
0.0
0.5
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Figure 4: Schlieren-like images calculated as exp (−10|∇ρ|/|∇ρ|max) for the Orszag-Tang vortex obtained by the WCNS
scheme with (a) V-reconstruction, (b)W-reconstruction, and (c)W′-reconstruction. (d) The reference solution obtained
by the MUSCL-minmod scheme withW-reconstruction on 40002 grid. Since the resolution of the grid is 10 times higher,
exp (−100|∇ρ|/|∇ρ|max) is shown for comparison.
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